Nigerian Arabic has two structures for coding N ϩ N relations: one in which the properties of the possessed noun are severely constrained and one in which the possessed and possessor nouns allow a full complement of modifiers. Similar to the methodology of Poplack and her collaborators (e.g., Sankoff, Poplack, & Vanniarajan, 1990 ), a normative distribution of nouns in the two possessive structures is established based on a corpus of monolingual (non-codeswitched) Nigerian Arabic texts. In a corpus of codeswitched texts, the distribution of English lexical insertions is found to deviate markedly from these normative patterns. The notion of iconicity is invoked to explain the skewed insertional patterns. It is hypothesized on the basis of various psycholinguistic studies that insertions from English are harder to access than are native lexemes. To compensate for slower access time, speakers match these insertions with the possessive structure that requires a minimal amount of manipulation for rapid embedding. This, it is shown, is the less iconic of the two possessive constructions. What emerges is a distinctive pattern of possessives characteristic of codeswitched Nigerian Arabic. After briefly testing the iconicity hypothesis against insertional patterns in Hausa and Standard Arabic, two other languages well attested in the codeswitched corpus, the question is addressed as to whether the codeswitched variety represents a code unto itself.
It is by now a commonplace observation that lexical insertions in codeswitching are generally dominated by nouns (Backus, 1992:47; Berk-Seligson, 1986:325; Myers-Scotton, 1998:104) . Considerable attention has been paid to the grammatical factors constraining the form of inserted nouns, often in the framework of the ongoing debate on whether lexical insertions differ categorically from the inser-tion of larger constituents. Less attention has been devoted to the functional distribution of inserted nouns and the extent to which inserted nouns share the distribution of what may be termed native nouns.
A set of codeswitching data from Maiduguri in northeast Nigeria reveals a very pronounced difference in the distribution of inserted lexical nouns as opposed to native ones. Very briefly, Nigerian Arabic has two possessive constructions: one in which two nouns are juxtaposed with no formal intervening markers and one in which they are joined by the relater hana. These constructions can be represented as in (1).
(1) a. N N b. NP hana NP What is striking in the codeswitched corpus is that inserted lexical items from English overwhelmingly favor (1b) over (1a), whereas the monolingual Nigerian Arabic corpus has both (1a) and (1b) about equally. I suggest that the notion of iconicity can be used to elucidate the differential distribution of nouns. Iconicity is an analytical tool developed in the study of natural languages almost two decades ago (e.g., Kirsner, 1985:253) . Iconicitymore particularly Haiman's (1980) so-called motivated iconicity-is based on the following assumptions: first, that the linguistic distance between expressions corresponds to the conceptual distance between them; second, that the linguistic separateness of an expression corresponds to the conceptual independence of the object or event it represents (Haiman, 1983:782) .
Thus, a smaller conceptual difference tends to correlate with a closer grammatical relation between items (i.e., more iconic) and a larger conceptual difference with a looser grammatical relation between items (i.e., less iconic). The basis of comparison assumes a common semantico-syntactic domain for the relevant expressions. For causatives, for instance, an expression like to redden implies a closer relationship between cause and result than does cause to become red. The former is more iconic than the latter: in cause to become red cause and result may be affected at a different time and place, whereas to redden suggests an immediate effect. In the category of possessive relations, inalienable possessives in many languages have a possessor noun that is more closely bound to the possessed than is the case in a comparable alienable relationship. Haiman (1983:793) cited an example from Hua, a Papuan language of New Guinea. In (2) the conceptual closeness of 'arm' and 'my' is reflected in the prefix status of the inalienable possessor. In (3), however, the alienable possessor 'my'is marked by a separate word. The pig, a separate entity from me, does not inherently belong to me in the way that my arm does.
The guiding idea in the present article is that inserted L2 lexemes have a status analogous to alienable items, and that this status is reflected iconically in the way they are integrated syntactically into the matrix languages. The relationship is not self-evident. The original notion of iconicity, after all, was applied to paired syntactic constructions, like the alienable0inalienable pair in (2) and (3). What I am suggesting is that the notion of iconicity may be extended to the paradigmatic distinction between matrix and inserted lexical items.
Work on lexical recognition tasks in cognitive linguistics provides an introduction to my argument. A basic measure in cognitive processing is reaction time to a given task; a faster reaction time generally indicates easier cognitive accessibility. Such a criterion has been applied to various studies of bilingual lexical accessibility, and much of it points to two conclusions. First, words can be accessed faster in a monolingual than in a bilingual mode. Kolers (1966) reported that bilinguals read monolingual texts faster than bilingual ones. Grosjean and Soares (1986:170) reported on a study in which bilingual English0Portuguese speakers were asked to identify a certain word or non-word in a monolingual sentence and in a codeswitched sentence. The bilinguals took longer to access the word when it was the inserted item in a codeswitched sentence. Green and Von Studnitz (1997) in a visual recognition task reported that, when a switch in language sequence occurs, respondents take longer to make a lexical decision than when no switch takes place. Thus, there is evidence that processing lexical insertions into a different-language matrix or sequence is slower than doing so into a same-language matrix or sequence.
Second, various studies have shown that recognition tasks of different types are carried out more slowly in an L2 than in the L1. Though these studies do not always have L10L2 differences per se as their main goal, their results are pertinent to this difference. To take one example, Dijkstra and Van Heuven (1998:194) reported on a study in which Dutch subjects were presented with Dutch0English and English0Dutch homographs. Respondents were asked to identify a set of English or Dutch words. There was an inhibitory effect when the English or Dutch word had a high-frequency homonym in the other language. When asked to identify an English word (e.g., brand, low-frequency in English but highfrequency in Dutch, where it means "fire"), the Dutch word apparently masked the English one (54% recognition). When asked to identify Dutch words, highfrequency English words with low-frequency Dutch homonyms inhibited recognition of the Dutch one, though to a lesser degree (73.9% recognition). The same inhibitory effects were reported, but for these Dutch speakers a high-frequency Dutch homonym had a greater effect on English recognition than did a highfrequency English word on Dutch recognition. 1 This research has broad relevance to the present article in agreeing that lexical access is not equal for all languages in the multilingual's repertoire.
2 L1 is more accessible than L2, and the language of the given matrix is more accessible than that of the insertions.
3 Also of relevance is the measure by which the differences are established. In particular, the more accessible language has a shorter reaction time in whatever task is being tested. It is on this basis that a link to iconicity may
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be suggested. The relation may be initially represented as an analogy. Note that L2 may refer either to a speaker's second language(s) or to a non-matrix insertion. 4 (4) Analogy between accessibility and iconicity a. Lexical accessibility accessibility T L1 accessibility T ϩ 1 L2 b. Syntactic iconicity A C0F B (more iconic) A C0F ϩ 1 B (less iconic) where "T" is a measure of reaction time and "C0F " is conceptual and formal distance; "ϩ 1" represents slower access or greater distance
The parallel is analogical. The cognitive studies summarized here describe only lexical retrieval (i.e., distance to a lexeme, as it were), whereas iconicity describes distance to a concept encoded in a formal difference. According to the analogy, the more accessible language (L1) corresponds to the more closely linked concept (A C0F B) and the less accessible language (L2) to the less closely linked concept (A C0F ϩ 1 B). The analogy can be quantified because there is a measurable correlate linking lexical accessibility and iconicity: time. The measure of difference between faster and slower accessed vocabulary, represented as T L1 versus T ϩ1 L2 in (4a), may be compared to the marker of conceptual and formal difference in syntactic iconicity, represented as C0F versus C0F ϩ1 in (4b). Since the less iconic construction is marked by at least one additional morpheme than the more iconic one, 5 it takes more time to express the former than the latter. Thus, the "ϩ1" can be understood as representing the "slower" categories.
An analogy, then, may be proposed between greater iconicity and faster lexical access as well as between lesser iconicity and slower lexical access. The relation may be represented as a proportion, with the factor of time providing a common, concrete parameter.
(5) Analogy between accessibility and iconicity accessibility L1 : accessibility L2 :: more iconic construction : less iconic construction
The current corpus allows an empirical test of this correlation by linking lexical insertions (accessibility) with syntactic constructions that differ according to the parameter of iconicity. On the one hand, the multilingual speakers of Nigerian Arabic have a large number of lexical insertions from other languages. On the other hand, Nigerian Arabic has two constructions representing possessive relations, repeated here in (6).
It is argued that (6a) is more iconic than (6b). It might be expected, then, that lexical insertions would favor (6b) over (6a), under the hypothesis that items that are more difficult to access would be distributed into their less iconic correlate. This article is structured as follows. First, I summarize the structure of possessive constructions in Nigerian Arabic. I then present the cultural background of the participants and the relevant language domains. Next, I discuss the data in detail, looking at three sorts of insertions. A basic set of data is introduced, and the argument is developed on the basis of English insertions into a Nigerian Arabic matrix. The conclusions of these sections are then tested on data exemplifying different matrix and insertion languages. As I intend to show, not all insertions conform to the accessibility-iconicity correlation. The conclusion of the article relates the data to various current issues, including whether the data deviate from monolingual Arabic to such a degree that one may speak of a new language variety.
T H E P O S S E S S I V E C O N S T R U C T I O N S
Nigerian Arabic has two possessive constructions for establishing NϩN relations:
The first is a direct (or synthetic) possessive construction, with the same formal properties as are found in virtually all other varieties of Arabic. In particular, the possessed noun cannot be preceded by any NP element, including the definite article, and the definiteness of the entire construction is determined by the second noun, as in (8a). The possessed noun must immediately precede the possessor. Nouns with the feminine suffix -a use a -t allomorph before the possessed noun, as shown in (8b). The possessor may be a pronoun, as in (8c). I use the traditional Arabist terminology for this construction, the idafa (, ?i½ daafa), and designate it the N ϩ N or N ϩ possessive pronoun construction. (The numbers in parentheses indicate text number, speaker ID, and word ID.) (8) a. bilkallam kalaam al-arab pssd pssr he speaks language DEF-Arabs 'He speaks Arabic. ' (94.943.704) b. luq-ut borno da, ma n-ishiif-ha gaasiye pssd pssr language-F Borno (Kanuri) DEF not I see-it.F difficult-F 'As for Kanuri, I don't think it's difficult. ' (41.411.1008) c. maSe jaab ley-a gaS le jawaad-a pssd-pssr went brought for-him hay for horse-his 'He went and brought himself hay for his horse. ' (21.223.3347) 
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In the second construction the possessed and possessor nouns are linked by the morpheme hana (cf. Cl. Ar. hana 'thing, a trifle'), which agrees with the possessed (head) noun in terms of gender (M0F, in SG only) and number (SG0PL). The forms for these are shown in (9) . (9) SG PL M hana hine (hintaat) 7 F hiil I call this construction NP hana NP or NP hana pronoun possessor. (10) daar barra al-bu-soww-uu-a poetry-their they hana.PL land outside which-3-do-they-it.F 'their own poetry of the countryside which they perform' (21.90.5675) e. ba-aäii-k warak sei hana n-niSaab I-give-you charm really hana.M DEF-arrows 'I'll give you a charm okay against arrows' (94.942.2661) f. al-laaybri hiil-hum cat an-naar akal-at-ha DEF-library hana.F-their all DEF-fire ate-F-it.F (3.90.306724) 'Their entire library, the fire burned it. ' The hana possessor is the more versatile of the two, as the possessed noun before hana is not formally restricted as is the first noun in the idafa construction: it may be modified by a definite article, as in (10a) and (10b), or it may itself be possessed (10c). Though uncommon, the possessed noun may be modified by NP modifiers (adjectives, quantifiers, emphatic pronouns), as in (10d), and may even allow a non-constituent adverb to intervene between the possessed noun and hana (e.g., sei in (10e)). It is also used pronominally without an explicit possessed: the hana phrase is the object of a preposition in (11a) and the subject0 topic in (11b).
(11) a. inda-han fark be?iid min (л) hine l-arab at-them.F difference far from (л) hana.PL DEF-Arabs 'They have a big difference from (that) of the Arabs. ' (21.90.7478) 
The preceding examples are taken from the monolingual sample. 9 In all elicitation I have conducted, speakers unrestrictedly allow either construction for any concept (except of course the pronominal (11a), which requires hana), provided that no grammatical rules are broken (e.g., the possessed noun cannot be marked by a definite article). For instance, beside kalaam hana al-arab (10a) one can have kalaam al-arab, and besides luqut borno (8b) one can have (al-)luqa hiil borno. Thus, the difference between the two constructions is not determined by the lexical identity of the nouns in the possessed relation or by any other automatic determining factor. 10 It may be suggested that the two constructions differ along the parameter of iconicity: the idafa codes a lower degree of grammatical distance between the possessed and possessor and hence represents a lower degree of conceptual difference between possessed and possessor nouns than does the NP hana NP construction. The grammatical basis for this contention has already been outlined and illustrated. In the idafa construction the nominal properties of the possessed noun are severely constrained. The NP hana NP construction, however, allows the juxtaposition of two full noun phrases. In fact, the only morphosyntactic property holding the two together is the agreement between the first noun and hana, the binding element. The NP hana NP construction thus allows nouns to appear in their full conceptual independence, in the sense that the prototypical nominal properties of both nouns (i.e., N ϩ all its modifiers) may occur in it (Hopper & Thompson, 1984) . This, according to Haiman's characterization of iconicity, is the mark of lesser iconicity. Another ingredient is to argue the case for conceptual distance: greater in the case of the NP hana NP possessor and lesser in the idafa. This cannot be undertaken independently of a set of data (it was seen that by direct elicitation no clear differences between the two constructions are apparent). The conceptual domain from which my data are drawn pertains to lexical mixed insertions compared distributionally to native nouns.
Arabs have lived in the Lake Chad area since the end of the 14th century, having arrived in a wave of expansion that took large numbers of them out of southern Egypt and into the sudanic region (see Braukämper, 1993, for historical background) . A historical geography of their settlement of the southern shores of Lake Chad has never been worked out, though I would surmise that they have lived in what is today territorial Nigeria since the end of the 16th century, at the very latest. They have always been a minority group, whose original cattle-herding nomadic culture complemented the agricultural-based economy of the dominant Kanuri-speaking majority of Kanem and Borno. 11 Today, certainly as in the past, there are regions on the Nigerian border with Cameroon where a fairly large monolingual Arabic-speaking population is found. Outside of this region, however, most Nigerian Arabs (or Shuwa as they are known locally) are at least bilingual. In rural Borno their L2 is generally Kanuri. In the capital and largest
city of Borno, Maiduguri, they may speak a variety of other languages. Maiduguri is demographically significant because in it are found the largest concentrations of Arabs in Nigeria; such neighborhoods as Gwange, Dikkeceri, Ruwan Zafi, and Bulunkutu have very significant Arab minorities.
Maiduguri is the cultural, commercial, and political center of Borno, its major portal to the wider world. It has, for instance, a large number of secondary (both public and private) and tertiary educational institutions, including a federal university. It is the commercial center of Borno and the seat of both the traditional ruler of Borno (the Shehu of Borno) and the civil government (Governor's mansion, the Borno State Assembly, and state ministries).
Culture, commerce, and politics can broadly be linked to different language domains. Kanuri (Saharan branch of Nilo-Saharan) is the language of the traditional political elite and the court of the Shehu. Hausa (Chadic branch of Afro-Asiatic) is the language of commerce and is rapidly becoming the lingua franca in what is originally a Kanuri-speaking capital. Al-hawsa akalat al-hille 'Hausa has eaten the city, taken it over' is a common Shuwa expression to describe the expansion of Hausa. Culture is a multi-faceted domain. English is a language of culture and functions to link Maiduguri to the rest of Nigeria and the world beyond. But Standard Arabic is a language of culture as well. Traditionally Standard (or Classical) Arabic was learned by rote in the Koranic school, but in the last 15 years a modernized Islamiyya school system has developed in which Standard Arabic is taught as a secular communicative vehicle. Thousands of Maidugurians-among them, to an overproportional degree, many Arabs-have attended such schools. Finally, the mother tongue is learned in the domain of initial enculturation: the family. Although many smaller Nigerian languages have difficulty establishing themselves in Maiduguri (i.e., urban migrants do not pass on their language to their children), Arabic has maintained a high degree of vitality, even if it is mainly restricted to the realms of family and neighborhood (Owens, 1998) . Given this language world, it is no surprise that nearly all Maiduguri Arabs are at least bilingual, and that many are multilingual. Of a sample of 58 Maiduguri Arabs who participated, only one was monolingual in Arabic.
T H E D A T A The current study is based on two corpora collected in Borno, Nigeria, between 1990 and 1999. The first corpus consists of monolingual Nigerian Arabic texts, defined as texts where the sole language is Nigerian Arabic. This present study includes five such texts consisting of 25,000 words. Two are interviews with Maiduguri Arabs (2 speakers), two are unstructured conversations among Maiduguri Arabs (3 speakers in one and 4 in the other) (see Owens, 1998:321-325) , and one is an interview conducted in the village of Mbewa, about 80 kilometers west of Maiduguri (2 speakers and a Nigerian Arab interviewer). These texts provide a monolingual control against which the major aspect of the studycodeswitching-may be measured. The five texts encompass a deliberately broad range of genres and geographical areas. Typical Nigerian Arabic is difficult to delineate, and attempting to define a priori a set of monolingual texts comparable to a set of codeswitching texts would not necessarily be more linguistically grounded than taking an average across the genres in my collection. One reviewer suggested that inclusion of the rural text was problematic, as it came from outside of the speech community of the codeswitching collection. The notion of speech community among Maiduguri Arabs is notoriously difficult to pin down. I have characterized this community as exhibiting a large degree of internal discontinuity (Owens, 1999) . Citywide norms do not exist, and different groups of Arabs within the city, even those living in close proximity, may exhibit significant differences. It is not unusual to find rural linguistic patterns closely replicated in certain social units (e.g., the household, as illustrated in Owens, 1999) ; therefore there is no a priori reason to assume that inclusion of a village interview is irrelevant to Maiduguri Arabic. The essential parameter distinguishing the monolingual texts from the codeswitching texts set is that, in the former, there is no constituent switching and only a very small number of lexical insertions from other languages. The assumption is that a monolingual mode has an overriding influence on certain linguistic structures. Three of the speakers in the monolingual corpus also appear in the codeswitching corpus, thus allowing a partial direct control of the two corpora.
The second corpus includes 10 texts consisting of 83,000 words in a codeswitching style, collected among Maiduguri Arabs. The texts are comparable to the monolingual conversations in that they are informal, uncontrolled, and openended as far as topic goes, though before the recordings it was suggested to the participants that they could engage in codeswitching if they wanted to. This may be termed an elicited codeswitching style, where what is elicited is not a specific linguistic structure but a general style of speech. It is a style which bilingual or multilingual Maiduguri Arabs use among themselves on a daily basis; Myers-Scotton (1993) viewed this type of codeswitching as an unmarked choice (for other African contexts where dense codeswitching is the norm, see Haust, 1995; Swiggart, 1992) . The texts were recorded with the help of Nigerian Arab assistants who spoke the same languages as the interlocutors. In all, 35 speakers took part in the conversations, some of them participating in more than one. The texts exhibit a degree of internal variation, though this aspect is not addressed in any detail here. All 35 participants are bilingual in Hausa; their knowledge of English is variable. No proficiency tests were made, though most of the participants and their language repertoires were known personally to the author. Of the participants, 9 have a poor knowledge of English, and 23 have a good or fairly good knowledge; 3 speakers are either unknown or spoke too little for consideration.
There is a high degree of lexical insertion in the different-language matrices. As Table 1 shows, these derive mainly from two languages. The one-or two-word insertions are lexical mixes, which represent the focus of this article. Here, I concentrate only on English and Standard Arabic insertions, as they represent 93% of all one-or two-word insertions. In addition, there are 973 nonlexical (constituent) intrasentential language switches. These are insertions with the phrasal or sentential structure of the source language.
All five languages or varieties occur in the codeswitched texts: Nigerian Arabic (known locally as Shuwa Arabic), Hausa, English, Standard Arabic, and Kanuri. Kanuri, however, occurs only in two texts and does not figure in the analysis that follows.
The different languages have different discourse functions, as can be surmised from Tables 1 and 2. Table 2 summarizes the number of times interspeaker turns are continued in the same variety as the previous speaker. Speaker A uses, for instance, Nigerian Arabic, and speaker B continues in that language rather than switches to, say, Hausa. To count as a continuation, the language must be the matrix language for both speaker A and speaker B. Table 2 shows that the only languages in which extended dialogue is set are Nigerian Arabic and Hausa. Between-speakers switches never involve Standard Arabic, and Kanuri, as already noted, is used sparingly for any purpose. In contrast, English and Standard Arabic have an important role to play at the lexical level. As can be seen in Table 1 , the two varieties make up over 90% of short, lexical insertions.
P O S S E S S I V E C O N S T R U C T I O N S A N D C O D E S W I T C H I N G
In descriptive terms, the question I address is a straightforward one: Do the two possessive constructions described earlier differ in their monolingual ver- While there is a rich literature on the grammatical properties of codeswitched texts, a comparison of monolingual versus codeswitched texts has been carried out by relatively few researchers in the field; Poplack and her collaborators (Poplack & Meechan, 1995; Sankoff et al., 1990) are some of the few to address the issue. 13 The data presented here is restricted to what I term-intending a neutral term for a phenomenon that has engendered some debate in the literaturelexical mixing: that is, the insertion of one or two words into a matrix formed by a different language or language variety.
14 It falls within the general framework of borrowing0nonce borrowing0codeswitching in the perspective of Poplack, Sankoff, and Miller (1988) , Meechan and Poplack (1995) , Poplack and Meechan (1995) , Eze (1998) , and Budzhak-Jones (1998); mixed matrix language ϩ embedded language constituents (ML ϩ EL) in the perspective of Myers-Scotton (1995:242) ; or transfer in the approach of Auer (1988:200) . I do not address the larger issue of whether lexical insertions should be categorically distinguished from the insertion of larger constituents, since, for reasons which should become clear in the course of the exposition, a decision about how to categorize one-word insertions (as (nonce) borrowings or as switches) is not crucial to the immediate conclusions of this article.
In this study I have included most words that have an English source. However, words of English etymology that have been borrowed from other African languages (see Owens, 2000:272-280 , for discussion) or that have been fully integrated on the basis of phonology and morphology into Nigerian Arabic are not included. For instance, the word koofo 'money', ultimately from English 'copper', is not considered an English-mixed lexeme.
I devote the greatest attention to English lexical insertions into Nigerian Arabic matrices. English insertions are numerically dominant in the texts as a whole as well as in the possessive constructions examined in detail here, outnumbering the next largest source of lexical insertions, Standard Arabic, by slightly more than a 2:1 margin (see Table 1 ). Besides English mixing, there is also Hausa and Standard Arabic. I summarize these near the end of the article, outlining their relevance to the issue of lexical insertion into type of possessive construction.
General characteristics of inserted lexemes
Before turning to the detailed arguments of the article, a few general remarks need to be made about the status of lexemic mixing in the data. There are a total of 1,575 one-or two-word English lexemic switches in the 10 texts or about 2% of all words in the sample. 15 Of these, 245 occur in one of the two possessive constructions discussed here; these tokens are integrated fluently and quickly. Of the hana ϩ English-mixed possessors, there are only 2 tokens marked by a pause between hana and the following possessor noun and 1 token with a pause be-
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tween the possessed noun and following hana. In the 14 tokens occurring in the idafa construction, none are set off by a pause between the nouns.
In general, lexical insertions involve the embedding of "needed" material. There is perhaps no noncircular way to determine need, though intuitively concepts connected with new institutions and activities, such as schools, administration, sports (especially soccer), and politics, demand a requisite vocabulary. Speakers of Nigerian Arabic who lack the institutionalized support (e.g., language academies, teaching of Nigerian Arabic in schools, extended media time) that provides guidelines for the lexicalization of these concepts rely massively on lexemic insertion to cover the relevant semantics. These may be taken from relatively fixed semantic frames, such as school and everything connected with it, as in (12a), or academic university discourse, as in (12b) Other insertions fall on a borderline between semantic need and register building. In English siteep is not directly substitutable with a Nigerian Arabic word, 16 though a general relative clause headed by aS-Suqul 'the thing (which you did)' or a headless relative ('what you did') would give an adequate semantic equivalent. The use of 'step', however, fits the overall discourse at this point, where an individual's professional university life is being recapitulated, step by step, one of which is to complete a BA research paper (the so-called four nine nine; i.e., the project for course number 499).
(13) siteep hanaak as-sawee-t-a kwees hana foo nayn nayn hanaa-k step hana-your that-did-you-it good hana.M four nine nine hana.M-your 'The step which you took is good, (doing that) 499 thesis of yours ' (3.90.8247) What is of immediate linguistic interest is how these conceptual fields are inserted into Nigerian Arabic or other grammatical matrices.
Some examples and the basic statistics
In structural terms, the monolingual and codeswitched possessives are identical. The same constructions that are attested in (8), (9), and (10) are also attested in the codeswitched corpus. The idafa construction is exemplified in (14) and the NP hana NP construction in (15) . ' (3.401.7732) In broad terms the inserted lexical items are fully integrated into the grammar of the matrix language, in this case Nigerian Arabic. 17 However, there is a striking discrepancy between the possessive constructions in the monolingual and codeswitched texts in the use of the idafa and in the distribution of the possessive pronoun. In all forms of Arabic, possessive pronouns are suffixed to nouns that have the structural status of possessed nouns. As a result, possessive pronouns can, in theory, be attached either to the noun in the idafa construction or to hana. In the monolingual texts, however, there are no instances of a possessive pronoun being attached to hana in the presence of a possessed noun, whereas in the codeswitched texts there are a few instances (N ϭ16) of a possessive pronoun being attached to a possessed noun rather than to hana. Examples from the monolingual texts (16) (16a) combines both types of possessive constructions, something which, for structural reasons, happens quite frequently in Nigerian Arabic. The noun luqut-a 'work' is possessed in the idafa construction by the suffix pronoun -a. A second possessor is added, which must be marked by hana (in this case, taking its feminine form hiil in agreement with luquta), since the idafa construction is not
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recursive when the possessor is pronominal. The point here is that, as I intend to explain, the direct possessor is pronominal. (16b) illustrates that hana ϩ pronoun possessor does occur in the monolingual texts, but only when it is not modifying a head noun (i.e., when used pronominally itself ). In (16b) hanaayii functions as predicate to the subject da catt. (17a) and (17b) represent the typical method of adding a pronominal possessor to an English-mixed lexical item. (17c) is one of the rarer cases where a pronominal possessor is added to an English-mixed item in the idafa construction. Before presenting the statistics, my accounting practices need to be explained in more detail. The pronoun possessors are all from Nigerian Arabic; therefore the only inserted element with a pronominal possessor can be a possessed noun, whether in the idafa or hana construction. With a nominal possessor, possessed or possessor or both can be an inserted noun. To illustrate the types, each of the following counts as an English-mixed possessive construction: (18a) with English-mixed possessed and possessor, (18b) with English possessor, and (18c) with English possessed.
(18) a. b-iyaaäii-a maal hana r-renoveeSin hana l-oofis 3-give-her money hana.M DEF.renovation hana DEF-office 'He'll give her money for the office renovation.' (12.230.4831) b. wallaahi koofo hana aidi kaad da really money hana.M ID card DET 'really the money for the ID card' (12.230.4950) c. saww-o lancin hana l-kitaab did-PL launching hana.M DEF.book 'they launched the book' (7.180.3795) In the statistics in Table 3 , note the difference between the number of possessive constructions where an English-mixed noun occurs and the total number of English-mixed nouns. This difference rests on the distinction between possessive constructions and the individual lexemes that realize them. Each of the expressions in (18) count as one NP hana NP token, giving a total of three tokens. However, (18a) has inserted nouns at both possessed and possessor positions, and so there are four English-inserted lexemes in all in (18a-c). The fact that the total English-mixed nouns in NP hana NP construction (N ϭ 174) is less than the total English-mixed Pssd hana Pssr NPs (N ϭ 218) means that many have an Englishmixed noun in both the possessed and possessor positions. 18 The type illustrated
in (18a) is thus common in these texts. In this article, unless otherwise stated, the definition of an inserted N (hana) N construction is when either the possessor noun or the possessed or both are inserted lexemes. In the monolingual texts I have included all words in the statistics, even those which are lexical mixes (perhaps borrowings) from other languages. Their number is fairly small. For the NP hana NP construction and the idafa with pronoun possessor the statistics are shown in Table 4 . 19 There are four binary variables which may be compared: monolingual versus codeswitched Arabic, the idafa versus the hana possessive construction, the type of possessor (pronoun vs. noun), and the functional site where the mixing occurs (possessed or possessor position; not relevant for pronoun possessor). Most interesting are the following two observations. First, as shown in Table 5 , the monolingual versus codeswitched texts 
are sensitive to the idafa versus NP hana NP constructions: English-inserted items overproportionally use the hana possessive and underutilize the idafa. Second, the distribution of possessors (pronoun vs. noun) is sensitive to the monolingual versus codeswitched contexts. This observation, however, needs qualification. Contrasted globally, the distribution of noun and pronoun possessors (in both idafa and NP hana NP possessives) in monolingual or codeswitched texts does not differ significantly, as shown in Table 6 . However, controlling for whether noun and pronoun possessors occur in the idafa or NP hana NP possessive, a significant difference does emerge for the NP hana NP construction, as shown in Table 7 . 20 (The numbers in parentheses are values expected in a random distribution.)
The statistics are skewed in three obvious ways. First, the monolingual texts contain no occurrences of NP hana ϩ pronoun.
21 Second, the codeswitched texts contain relatively few instances of the idafa; 22 indeed there are none at all in the N ϩ N construction where the possessed is an English-inserted noun. Third, in the 
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codeswitched texts possessive pronouns occur with an overwhelmingly high frequency not attached to nouns but rather suffixed to hana, exactly where they do not occur in the monolingual texts.
23
To substantiate the differences between the monolingual and codeswitched texts, it is instructive to compare the three speakers who participate in both. Unfortunately, one-a central participant in one of the codeswitched textsproduces only possessive tokens and thus is not included in this comparison.
24
The other two take part in comparable group discussions in the monolingual and codeswitched texts, with either two or three other interlocutors in each. The token counts are only based on the usage of these two speakers in their respective conversations. A comparison of their use of the idafa and the hana possessive returns a significant difference, as shown in Table 8 . This preliminary comparison would suggest that the global differences between the monolingual and codeswitched corpora, as summarized in Tables 5 through 7 , are not an artefact of the monolingual sample used. The notion of iconicity outlined earlier may be reintroduced at this point. As Givón (1983:18) noted, "The more descriptive, surprising, discontinuous or hard to process a topic is, the more coding material must be assigned to it." Givón was writing about grammatical topics, but his characterization may be generalized to the current issue as well. The general argument may be presented as three points. First, material that is harder to process must be identifiable and definable. It was argued earlier, on the basis of psycholinguistic studies, that inserted L2 is more difficult to access than is L1.
27 Given this accessibility hindrance, it may be expected to be introduced into a matrix language in a manner requiring a minimum of adjustment to the inserted lexeme. Second, in terms of processing, the inserted word may maintain its source language identity to a recognizable degree. Third, N ϭ 93, Pearson x 2 ϭ 20+25, df ϭ 1, p , .000.
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looking to the two Nigerian Arabic possessive constructions, it is the less iconic NP hana NP that allows the inserted word to maintain its discrete integrity. The proposal was made earlier that, given a choice between insertion in two comparable possessive constructions, the less iconic one would be preferred for L2 insertions. Less accessible lexical items would search out, as it were, the less iconic syntactic format. The statistics presented here bear this prediction out: English inserted items overwhelmingly are found in the NP hana NP possessive.
Avoiding phonological and morphophonological adjustments
There are two additional aspects to the argument that the NP hana NP construction, being less iconic, is more suitable for L2 lexical insertions. The first aspect is phonological and relates directly to the assertion that the inserted lexeme should undergo a minimum of adjustment. This point is especially relevant considering the categorical absence of NP hana ϩ pronoun in the monolingual sample in contrast to its strong preference in the codeswitched sample.
English-mixed lexemes are taken over in roughly the shape they have in English. The degree to which national or regional norms for classes of phonological phenomenon or individual lexemes is not discussed in this article. Even if some of the English-mixed lexemes are filtered through a local English norm, one is still left with the observation that English and Nigerian Arabic nominals differ in enough respects that adding Nigerian Arabic affixal material to the English nouns creates production and processing problems of various sorts.
One such problem concerns the canonical length of words and the rules relating to stress shift when possessive pronoun suffixes are added. Nigerian Arabic nominals have at most three syllables; the majority are bisyllabic or trisyllabic. The addition of a possessive pronoun increases this to, at most, four. A typical paradigm is given in (19) , using as the example bagarit-, the possessed form of 'bagara '(a single) cow' (grave accent indicates secondary stress). (19) SG PL 1 bagar't-ii baga'rit-na 2 M ba'gart-ak baga'rit-ku (rarely, bàga'r-it-ak) 2 F baga'rit-ki baga'rit-kan 3 M ba'gart-a baga'rit-hum 3 F baga'rit-ha baga'rit-hin Of the English-mixed nouns modified with a possessive pronoun on the following hana, 30 (38%) have a stem of four syllables or more (en'kurajin, kantri 'byuSan, anda'teekin 'undertaking', etc.) . The addition of a possessive pronoun to them would increase this number to five. Another 21 (27%) have three syllables. The addition of possessive pronouns often entails a stress shift in Nigerian Arabic. The rules are predictable, dependent on syllable weight (except for the 1.SG suffix -'i, which is always stressed), though they involve a certain amount of complexity and calculation on the part of the speaker to get the right stress. In the paradigm in (19) , the noun is stressed on any of three syllables. For the native Arabic words, it may be assumed that speakers are accustomed to making the requisite stress shifts.
Confronted with an open-ended influx of English-mixed words, the addition of a suffix would entail recalculating the stress for each case. The problem can be briefly illustrated in connection with en'kurajin. The addition of a consonant-initial suffix would, in Nigerian Arabic, shift the stress to the final syllable: enkura'jin-ha 'encouraging her' or 'her encouraging'.
28 A vowelinitial suffix would not entail such a stress shift: en'kurajin-a 'his encouraging'. However, this would leave the stress four syllables from the end, which violates the constraint requiring the primary stress to land no more than three syllables from the end of the word. 29 For enkurajin some accommodation would have to be made in the stress system, either allowing a set of exceptions to various stress rules or working out a set of stress shifting rules to accommodate the new forms. The latter, however, is probably prohibitively complicated simply because the number of English-mixed lexemes is so large. Furthermore, the addition of a vowel-initial suffix would put the high vowel in an open syllable, in which position it is potentially subject to deletion (there are various conditions in Nigerian Arabic relating to the occurrence of short high vowels). In sum, any solution involving a stress shift or change in segmental shape risks making it more difficult to decode the identity of the inserted word. By contrast, attaching the possessive pronoun to the hana element avoids the problem of developing potentially complicated stress or vowel deletion rules, since the possessive pronoun is added to hana rather than the inserted noun.
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The second aspect is morphophonological and relates to the specific strategies that would have to be developed to deal with other potentially ambiguous contexts. For instance, in Nigerian Arabic, as in all other varieties of Arabic, most nouns ending in -a (or the variant -aa; see note 32) are feminine singular and, when in a possessive construction, take the morphophonological variant -it (rarely -at; see (19) ). A choice would have to be made as to how to integrate Englishmixed lexemes ending in -a morphophonologically, when possessed. A majority of English-mixed nouns ending in -a for which morphophonological evidence exists (e.g., agreement patterns) are treated as feminine singular, as in (20) . The use of the hana possessor, however, obviates the need to make morphophonological adjustments to the English-mixed word. (20) saaykula hiil-hum di circular hana.F-their this.F 'this circular of theirs' (9.401.947) Several observations lend support to the contention that the use of the hana possessor circumvents the necessity of developing specific morphological integration strategies for the possessive suffix pronoun. First, there is no general constraint prohibiting the addition of bound affixes to English-mixed nouns. For instance, the definite article al-is usually prefixed to these nouns where appropriate. Moreover, al-undergoes the standard rule of assimilation to an alveolar consonant, as in al-silabas r as-silabas 'the syllabus' (e.g., (12a)). In contrast to
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the addition of a possessor pronoun, the prefixation of this definite article does not entail changes of stress or invoke specific morphophonological variants in the inserted noun. To the contrary, it is the Nigerian Arabic morpheme al-that adapts itself, where appropriate, to the initial consonant of the inserted item.
Second, there are 16 tokens of English-mixed lexemes with possessive pronouns. All but one fall within the prescribed four-syllable rule: 2 are monosyllabic stems, 7 bisyllabic, 3 trisyllabic, and 1 quadrisyllabic. 31 To the extent that English-mixed lexemes take possessive suffixes, they conform to the Nigerian Arabic rules of stress placement and fall within the norm for word length.
Third, 8 of these 16 tokens are Arabicized via a derivational or plural suffix. Possessive pronouns are added to them without further constraints. For example, ci'yaamaan 'chairman' is a word that occurs either with the hana possessor or in the idafa form ciyaamaanaa'yitta 'her chairmanship0its female chairman'. The idafa form ostensibly violates the constraint that disallows stress shifts on inserted lexemes of four or more syllables. It may be analyzed as in (21). (21) ciyaamaan ϩ aaya ϭ 'chairman' ϩ feminine suffix, functioning here as an abstract derivational suffix 32 r ciyaamaan-aa'y-it-ha: the addition of the possessive pronoun -ha (assimilated) entails the feminine -it form and stress assignment, as in (19) Thus, once the form has been Arabicized via suffixation there is no problem in adding another possessive suffix, since the rules are within the domain of known Arabic rules for morphonological form and stress assignment. Other examples would include tiicaay-iin-ku 'your M.PL teachers' (-iin ϭ M.PL suffix) and talifoon-aat-hum 'their telephones' (-aat ϭ F.PL. suffix). Crucially, there are no instances where the hana possessive is used with an Arabicized form. Once an Arabic plural or derivational suffix is added, it is treated within the Arabic paradigm so far as possessive suffixes go (see Hasselmo, 1972:264) , but if it is not added, there is a very strong (statistically significant) tendency to use the hana possessive.
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Summarizing the observations in this section, the English-mixed lexemes are integrated into the Nigerian Arabic matrices in such a way that they maintain a single, discrete form easily separable from their surrounding environment. The NP hana NP construction is eminently suited to this task.
Phonological discreteness and discourse prominence
In addition to a phonological motivation for facilitating the introduction of Englishmixed lexemes into the NP hana NP construction, there are discourse-dependent reasons as well. These are assessed here in terms of type0token ratios. Between the monolingual and codeswitched texts there exists a fundamental difference in type0token ratios. Table 9 summarizes these for the possessed noun only. For the monolingual texts the pronoun possessor occurs only in the idafa construction. For the codeswitched texts two statistics are given; one with the NP hana ϩ pronoun possessor only and the other with hana and the idafa pronoun possessor For the codeswitched texts and the idafa construction in the monolingual texts there is little difference in the type0token ratios according to the nature of the possessor (nominal vs. pronominal). However, there is a large difference between the monolingual and codeswitched texts: the monolingual texts have a relatively low type0token ratio, whereas the codeswitched English insertions have a high type0token ratio. In other words, in the monolingual texts a given lexemic type will be used fairly often, whereas in the codeswitched texts a given lexeme will rarely be repeated. For instance, in the monolingual texts the word kalaam 'language, affair, issue' occurs as a noun possessed by another noun in 26 tokens (e.g., kalaam al-arab 'language of the Arabs, Arabic', kalaam al-masaarge 'issue of thieves, concerning thieves'). In the codeswitched texts the word bildin 'training' has the highest token count (i.e., 5), as in tiso bildin hana naas aaxir 'you make training of other people, you train other people'.
Individual types of English-mixed nouns have a low frequency. As discussed earlier, they are a constituent part of certain semantic fields, and they contribute to types of register formation. Their information content is specific and generally technical (see Backus, 2001 ). Although they are more likely to occur in the comment than the initial topic of a sentence, their insertion on any one occasion is of relatively low probability, and the type0token ratios indicate that once introduced they do not stay long on the scene. Given these considerations, for perceptual purposes it is probably 34 safest for ensuring understanding to introduce the words as fixed, discrete units: that is, fixed in segmental and prosodic form. This is exactly what the NP hana NP pronoun construction allows.
In one respect the type0token ratios open up the data to interesting speculation, as pointed out by one reviewer. It can be seen in Table 9 that the NP hana NP possessive has a higher type0token ratio than the idafa even in the monolingual texts. Moreover, in the monolingual corpus as well the same NP hana NP is attested with English-inserted lexemes (see Table 4 ). The NP hana NP construction can thus be viewed as a general mechanism for integrating less accessible lexical material. Lexical material inserted from another language has an inherently low degree of accessibility, but if the native lexicon is also associated with an accessibility hierarchy (correlated, say, with frequency), then the distribution of native nouns in the two constructions might also be interpretable in terms of iconicity. 
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The idafa and English-mixed nouns
Another aberrant distribution of possessors pertains to the low frequency of the idafa possessive among English-mixed nouns. At least three factors seem to be at play here. First, if the considerations concerning type0token ratios are on the right track, an inverse argument would apply in the present case. That is, if the N ϩ N idafa construction is used for words with higher rates of conventional collocation, the construction would disfavor the use of English-mixed nouns, which have a low repetition frequency. Second, the NP hana NP construction corresponds point for point with the English genitive NP of NP construction, as is evident from the translation of (22).
(22) hu al-prooblum hana l-fadral
it DEF-problem hana.M DEF-federal 'It is a problem of the federal government'. (9.51.1873) The NP of NP construction is, in fact, not uncommon in the texts (e.g., sayintifik poynt av vyu 'scientific point of view', minista av difens 'minister of defense').
Resorting to the idafa possessive would make the Arabic diverge from the English. Though I am not claiming that the English genitive is a model for the NP hana NP construction, the structural congruence between the two at least inhibits the use of the idafa model. Interpreting this in terms of iconicity, maintaining a parallel to a comparable English source construction minimizes the distance to English, while using the Nigerian Arabic matrix facilitates rapid integration into the discourse. Third, in formal terms the idafa has two parallel subparts: the possessor noun is either a noun or a pronoun. Assuming that speakers view the nominal and pronominal possessors as a unified type (for which, however, I know of no independent evidence), the fact that the N possessive pronoun subtype is disfavored could lead, by the logic of paradigmatic equivalence, to a disfavoring of the idafa construction.
H A U S A A N D S T A N D A R D A R A B I C
In addition to Nigerian Arabic and English, two other languages or language varieties are richly represented in the data: Hausa and Standard Arabic. In certain respects they have an analogous structural status. Hausa, like Nigerian Arabic, defines larger matrices, whereas Standard Arabic, like English, provides lexical insertions.
Hausa as matrix
Hausa has two possessive constructions that in certain respects have close structural parallels to Nigerian Arabic. They can be represented schematically as in (23). In the first, the two nouns are juxtaposed. The first noun is marked by the suffix linker (SLIN) morpheme (masculine -n, feminine -r), with gender determined by the head noun. In the second, an independent linker (LIN) joins the two nouns. The choice between the two is free (allowing for semantic contrasts in some cases) when the possessed noun ends in a vowel. When it ends in a consonant, and this constitutes an important difference with Nigerian Arabic, only the independent linker can occur. In Maiduguri Hausa, gender is nearly always neutralized in favor of the masculine form (Michael Bross, personal communication, February 2001) . These two constructions are analogous to Arabic both in distinguishing (at least in principle) gender and in having two forms, one juxtaposing two nouns (like the Arabic idafa) and the other joining them with an independent linker (like the hana possessor).
Possessive contexts for the Hausa matrix exhibit no mixes involving Standard Arabic; thus the summary here is limited to English-mixed lexemes. I restrict the discussion to the status of English-mixed nouns in the possessed position. 37 The basic statistics regarding these nouns are presented in Table 10 .
38
In Hausa, in contrast to Nigerian Arabic, the distribution of the two types of possessive constructions is controlled partly through phonological context. C-final nouns require the independent linker, irrespective of whether the possessor is noun or pronoun. English-mixed possessed nouns categorically follow this Hausa-mandated norm.
(24) a dipaatmen naa-mu in department LIN-our 'in our department ' (9.401.2368) (25) sikret na goment secret LIN government 'government secret' (9.51.4315) 
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Hausa allows free choice between the suffix and independent linkers only after a V-final noun, and here there is a clear tendency to use the independent linker na.
39
(26) nosiri na wuri-n-ku nursery LIN place-SLIN-your.PL 'the nursery (school) in your area ' (2.411.6481) With only 4 tokens of pronominal possessors after V-final nouns, no general statements can be made, especially since one of the two nouns with a pronominal suffixal possessor, mootaa-na 'my car', could arguably be classified as an older, established loanword, which should not count as a mix. Analogous to the Arabic data analyzed in Table 3 , the inserted English elements differ in their distribution from a sample of possessives in the monolingual Hausa texts recorded from Shuwa speakers in Maiduguri. Table 11 presents data from 19 Maiduguri Arabs. Table 12 presents a subsample of these (N ϭ 8): those who are also included in the codeswitched corpus. I present only the statistics for V-final nouns. 40 The extreme difference in the number of tokens in the codeswitched versus monolingual Hausa texts allows for only the most tentative of conclusions. That said, it can be seen in Table 10 that the independent na linker in the codeswitched corpus is overproportionally favored when the possessed noun is an English-inserted noun. The proportions in the two corpora in fact are nearly reversed: the na linker is favored in the codeswitched texts by a better than 5:1 margin (noun possessor), whereas it is the -n linker that is favored in the monolingual texts by about the same ratio. Nearly the same ratio holds in the monolingual texts for the entire sample ( 
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well as for the subset of speakers who also appear in the codeswitched corpus (Table 12 ).
41
The data from the codeswitched texts suggest that Nigerian Arabs use the same insertion strategy for English-mixed nouns in Hausa as in Arabic matrix contexts: that is, they choose the possessive construction that ensures the maximum independence of the inserted lexeme. However, the conclusions with regard to Hausa are less robust for two reasons. First, the choices dictated by the Hausa structural norm are more constrained, since Hausa sanctions a free choice only where the possessed noun ends in a vowel. Second, the number of tokens with V-final nouns ϩ possessive pronoun in the codeswitched corpus is far too small to warrant a reliable generalization. Nonetheless, nothing in the data severely contradicts the hypothesis that iconicity plays a crucial role here as well, steering English-mixed lexemes towards the periphrastic possessive construction.
Standard Arabic-mixed lexemes
Those Nigerian Arabs who have learned Standard Arabic (SA) formally are able to invoke a Standard Arabic vocabulary which closely resembles an Englishmixed one (Owens, 2000:308) . I call the relation between Nigerian Arabic and Standard Arabic mimic-diglossia. In structural terms the same types of mixed native Nigerian Arabic-Standard Arabic forms typically occur in spoken Arabic throughout the Arab world. 42 In social terms, however, Standard Arabic commands no domains where it is spoken, and even among Nigerian Arabs it is limited to a circumscribed group (Owens, 2000:322) . The status of Standard Arabic among the Nigerian Arabs thus mimics the diglossic situation of the language in the Arab world. This limitation is readily apparent in the present data set, where Standard Arabic nowhere sets the matrix frame for any extended period of time (see Table 2 ).
However, as shown in Table 1 , SA-mixed insertions are important and behave in a way distinct from English ones. This is apparent in the basic statistics for the SA-mixed insertions in Table 13 . 43 The SA-mixed nouns contrast with the Englishmixed ones in three respects: none of the SA-mixed nouns occur with a pronominal possessor on hana; a large number of SA-mixed nouns do occur with a pronominal possessor; and the idafa and hana possessives are nearly equal in frequency with nominal possessors (25 and 23, respectively). As striking as their Pearson x 2 ϭ +088, df ϭ 1, p , .77.
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contrast with English-mixed lexemes is their virtual identity with their comparable classes in monolingual Arabic, as is evident from the crosstabulation of text type and type of possessor in Table 14 .
It can be asked why these nouns should be considered within the framework of codeswitching at all, given their distributional nondistinctness with monolingual Arabic. There are two reasons. The first reason is structural. The SA-mixed nouns have morphological forms that do not occur in native Nigerian Arabic. For instance, none of the three SA-mixed nouns in (27) conform to a native Nigerian Arabic pattern. Thus, igtisaad 'economy' in (27a) in Standard Arabic is morphologically a verbal noun of what is traditionally known as a class 8 derived verb. Nigerian Arabic does not even have a class of verbs that corresponds etymologically to class 8, let alone a verbal noun derived from this class. Similar considerations apply to the nouns in (27b) and (27c), all of which have various structural features foreign to native Nigerian Arabic.
(27) a. misaaham-aat al-arab le l-igitisaad share-PL DEF-Arabs to DEF-economy 'the Arabs' share of the economy' b. yaani unsiriyye hiil abbah-aat-um maafi to say chauvinism hana.F father-PL-their not 'which is to say their ancestors had no (ethnic) chauvinism0racism' (7.21.1278) c. fi lubb dawl-ut-hum in middle country-F-their 'in their country' (7.21.8485) The second reason is social. Nigerian Arabs who have not learned Standard Arabic formally do not use SA-mixed words. None of the speakers in texts 2, 4, and 6 have studied Standard Arabic at any educational level. The total number of SA insertions in all constructions for these three texts, not only the possessives considered here, is 12 tokens. With this background to the SA-mixed insertions, I would like to return to a question raised earlier: that is, why in English-mixed insertions is the idafa construction rarely used? All tokens of the idafa construction have the possessor There are two considerations here. The first, mentioned earlier, is that the hana construction in (22) is close to the English 'a problem of the federal (government),' where the English has a discrete morpheme 'of ', which speakers could well equate with Nigerian Arabic hana. But no such discrete morpheme exists in the idafa possessor. Given the choice between the two Nigerian Arabic alternatives, the one structurally closer to English would be favored. Second, a good number of two-word English switches involve either N ϩ N or Adj ϩ N collocations, as in (30).
(30) a. saw-o s-senat miitin do-they DEF-senate meeting 'They held the (university) senate meeting.' (3.401.527) b. al-eefot hana l-konvenSanal edikeeSan da DEF-effort hana.M DEF-conventional education DEF 'the effort concerning conventional education ' (3.401.2177) Without exception, when the definite article is prefixed to such a collocation in Nigerian Arabic, it is attached only to the initial element. It seems that English collocations are packaged as a whole, in which case an Arabic morpheme may be prefixed but not inserted between the elements, as in (29), or they are taken apart and treated as two completely separate elements, in which case a discrete Nigerian Arabic morpheme (i.e., hana) is inserted between them. In the latter case, the definite article al-would not serve as a separating element, since it is phonologically part of the word that it is prefixed to, as evidenced by assimilation. Since the N al-N idafa construction requires precisely this definite article, the construction cannot be used when a discrete separation of the two nouns is required.
The behavior of SA insertions clearly differs from English insertions in both Arabic and Hausa matrices. For one thing, these insertions do not reflect a correlation between an L2-accessed lexeme and a less iconic syntactic structure in the matrix language, as has been argued for in connection with the English insertions. I believe one explanation for this difference is that SA lexical items are accessed in a different way than English ones are. In particular, SA lexical items are not embedded in a complete variety of Arabic (SA) in the way English lex-
emes are embedded in a complete variety of English. Rather, the SA lexical items are attached directly to the Nigerian Arabic lexicon (one might want to call them borrowings here) and accessed from the same source that native Nigerian Arabic nouns are.
Confirming this hypothesis entails looking at a larger data base than is currently at my disposal. However, there are enough independent indices supporting it that it can be taken as the basis for further research. As seen in Table 2 , there are no instances where Standard Arabic establishes a discourse matrix. There are no cross-speaker exchanges conducted in SA sentences. In addition, virtually all switches (whether lexical or constituent) to Standard Arabic are mediated via Nigerian Arabic. There are no constituent insertions from Hausa to Standard Arabic, compared to 55 from Nigerian Arabic to Standard Arabic, 45 and only 7 Hausa compared to 598 SA insertions in Nigerian Arabic matrices. Table 15 summarizes the embedding of SA insertions in Nigerian Arabic or Hausa matrices, providing strong prima facie evidence that Standard Arabic acts as an appendage of sorts to Nigerian Arabic.
There are two plausible structural reasons as to why it is easy to add SA forms to the Nigerian Arabic lexicon. First, in contrast to English-mixed terms, SA forms are, by and large, structurally very close phonologically and morphologically to Nigerian Arabic. The canonical length of nominals, for instance, is essentially the same, and the phonology is similar. Even where the phonology differs, it is a common practice in Nigerian Arabic, as well as with other forms of Arabic, to substitute comparable sounds (see, e.g., Abdel-Jawad, 1981:367) . For example, igtisaad corresponds to SA iqtisaad: the Nigerian Arabic g is equivalent to the Standard Arabic q. This equivalence is iconic in that it is completely regular (the latter can be converted to the former without fear of ambiguity or loss of referential meaning), which further reduces the distance to Nigerian Arabic structures.
Second, basic morphological structures in Standard Arabic and Nigerian Arabic are equivalent. Standard Arabic forms the suffixal possessive in exactly the same way as does Nigerian Arabic, allowing for the suppression of case endings in Standard Arabic, which again is a universal practice in spoken Standard Arabic. Furthermore, the idafa construction is formally identical in the two varieties of Arabic, even to the extent that, for instance, a feminine possessed noun takes the allomorph -t in both. This structural identity favors the use of the idafa construction for SA-mixed nouns, since there is no need to develop new morpholog- This study has shown that English-mixed nouns in codeswitched texts have a distinctly different distribution in possessive constructions than do nouns in monolingual texts. Table 16 replaces the quantitative differences described in this article with categorical labels: a structure is normal (i.e., represented by lexemes from the relevant sources), in which case it is given in the structural form in which it occurs, or it is categorically absent, or it is rare in a statistically significant sense. The two possessive types and the two categories of possessors (noun or pronoun) give a 2 ϫ 2 table with four cells (1-4). In the monolingual context, which I take to be the normative model, three of the cells are filled normally, while the fourth (i.e., the use of hana ϩ possessive pronoun) is considered rare and is unfilled in the current corpus. In the English-mixed segment of the codeswitched texts only two cells, the ones with the hana possessive, are filled normally. The only cell in which the monolingual and codeswitched corpora freely exhibit the same construction is cell 3 (NP hana NP). The differences and correspondences are schematically shown in Table 17 . In this summary I would like to address the question of the extent to which these distributions conform to current models of codeswitching and how and whether different theories may be used to explain them. 46 A widely followed paradigm within codeswitching studies has been the insertional model (Azuma, 1993 (Azuma, :1072 Muysken, 2000:176) , an approach articulated in great detail by MyersScotton (1993) . 47 Myers-Scotton accounted for most mixed structures in terms of insertions into a matrix language, which defines the grammatical and morphological structure of the sentence. For the data presented here, this model accounts 
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for the basic structural facts in an adequate fashion. The possessive constructions derive from either Nigerian Arabic or Hausa, and the grammatical markers (e.g., gender0plural agreement markers on hana) conform to the morphosyntactic properties of the matrix. The model, however, does not explain why English-mixed insertions in possessives should differ so markedly from monolingual Nigerian Arabic. The matrix-language frame defines the basic structures into which lexical insertions are placed. Monolingual Arabic, representing the matrix paradigm, offers four positions, even if one of these is used very sparingly. Introducing large numbers of English-mixed nouns into Nigerian Arabic does not change the form of the matrix, but does drastically change the frequency with which the different cells are used. Cells 1 and 2 fall into comparative desuetude, whereas cell 4 becomes one of the most heavily used.
48 Sankoff et al. (1990) and Poplack and Meechan (1995) considered the status of lexical insertions from a different perspective. Whereas Myers-Scotton made no categorical differentiation between lexical insertions and insertions of larger constituents (islands in her terminology), Poplack and her collaborators argued that lexical insertions have the status of borrowings, in that these are fully integrated in morphosyntactic terms into the matrix language. Poplack and Meechan (1995) found that in French-Wolof and French-Fongbe codeswitching French lexemes inserted into Wolof or Fongbe material behave not like French lexemes in terms of their syntactic properties but like Wolof or Fongbe.
The part of Poplack and Meechan's (1995) exposition most pertinent to present purposes is the status of the French lexical insertions compared to the status of English-mixed lexemes in the present study. In one respect there is a clear difference. In French-Wolof and French-Fongbe codeswitching the introduction of French material does not impinge on the basic Wolof or Fongbe grammatical structure. In the current data, using monolingual Arabic as the basis of comparison, the introduction of English-mixed lexemes induces a redistribution of lexemes relative to possessive construction types: the idafa construction is avoided, and the NP hana ϩ possessive pronoun structure becomes the standard mechanism for marking pronominal possession.
The contrast between mixing in Wolof0Fongbe-French and that in Nigerian Arabic-English underscores the typological nature of codeswitching: different factors (sociological or structural) favor different patterns of mixing (Muysken, 2000:246; Poplack, 1988) . From a broader perspective it raises the issue of the (Auer, 1998b:13; Gardner-Chloros, 1995:72; Meeuwis & Blommaert, 1998; Swiggart, 1992:84) . One problem with the autonomy thesis is the lack of detailed structural studies to support it, althoughAuer (1998a) made a step to alleviate this. Some studies (e.g., Poplack & Meechan, 1995) would argue against the autonomy thesis. The present study, however, might be seen to speak for it in some sense. The codemixed variety has a different treatment of possessives than does the monolingual variety, and so on the basis of the two corpora one may speak of the codemixed variety as producing a new variety: a new variety of Nigerian Arabic. But it is difficult to take this argument very far. The change that has been effected is a channeling of Englishmixed insertions away from the idafa possessive construction and the refunctionalization of the NP hana NP to accommodate the intake of these insertions. No new matrices are created, and even the direction taken to solve the problem of Englishmixed insertions via the hana possessive is apparent in monolingual Arabic: the hana possessor is favored over the idafa for introducing nouns of lower frequency.
The iconicity framework used in this article seeks an explanation for the peculiar distribution of English insertions. It argues that, given a choice between a less and more iconic syntactic structure, less accessible L2 lexical items are distributed into the less iconic one. This explanation for the skewed insertion patterns supports the conclusion that the peculiar attributes displayed by Englishmixed insertions do not constitute a radically new variety. Given the assumption that lexical insertions from English present production0processing difficulties, the redeployment of English-mixed insertions into the NP hana NP construction is a natural development. Slower lexical access is compensated for by the choice of a syntactic construction whose lower degree of iconicity facilitates rapid integration in the matrix language.
N O T E S 1. Similarly, there are a number of studies showing evidence for asymmetric priming in favor of L1 (e.g., Fox, 1996:360; Keatley, Spinks, & de Gelder, 1994; Kroll & Stewart, 1994:168) . For instance, a word or word ϩ picture prime will have a greater effect on L1 recall than on L2 recall.
2. The research in which the results are reported pertains to different models about lexical organization beyond the immediate scope of this article. Issues pertain to, for instance, whether bilingual language access is language-specific, the role of conceptual versus lexical mediation in establishing cross-language lexical relations, and whether cognates are stored differently from noncognates, among others. It is noted in this research that differences in accessing strategies may change with the level of bilingual competence, so that fully fluent bilinguals access both languages in the same way and may show little difference in accessing time. However, most studies indicate that even speakers classified as fluent bilinguals generally have an L1 bias (see Snodgrass, 1993, for review) . In the present group of speakers, none are fully fluent L2 speakers of either English or Standard Arabic.
3. These two parameters are not mutually exclusive, though I believe little research has been done regarding their interaction.
4. Thus in the current data both Nigerian Arabic and Hausa serve as a matrix language. An English insertion in either a Nigerian Arabic or a Hausa matrix is designated an L2 insertion, even though
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possessive differentiated for type of possessor does not return a significant difference when monolingual and codeswitched texts are compared ( p , .22). 21. I do not investigate which factors determine the lack of occurrence of NP hana ϩ pronoun in the monolingual texts. As noted earlier, it is grammatical, occurring in natural texts, and as shown in (16b), it occurs in the given sample in pronominal function. It is taken as axiomatic here that in monolingual contexts this construction is usually strongly disfavored. 22. A nonparametric chi-square test comparing the distribution of English insertions in the idafa versus hana possessive in the codeswitched texts returns a significance of p , .000. 23. The skewed distribution of pronominal possessors is all the more striking given the universal tendency (Nichols, 1988:580 ; cited in Boumans, to appear:3) of a pronominal possessor to occur in an idafa-like possessive rather than in a hana-like one. 24. Adding his 43 tokens to the monolingual statistics returns a significant difference to the data in Table 8 ( p , .001). 25. Similarly, English insertions in the Hausa possessive matrices of the eight speakers summarized in Table 11 differ significantly from their monolingual Hausa (Table 12) . A more general issue is whether monolingual and codeswitched speech constitute different varieties. 26. It can be seen that the issue of accessibility and iconicity is parallel to the thorny issue of whether one-word insertions should be treated as codeswitching or borrowing. The question must be asked of inserted nouns occurring in both the idafa and hana possessive and the criteria applied must be the same (e.g., frequency factors or maintenance of source language attributes vs. complete adaptation to matrix language morphology and syntax). 27. This assumption is implied in various approaches to codeswitching, for instance, in Azuma's (1998:114) stand-alone principle: "A chunk, any segment which can meaningfully stand alone in the speaker's mind, may be code-switched." 28. It is possible in Nigerian Arabic to add a possessive pronoun to verbal nouns. For instance, in the monolingual texts, katil-iin-hum 'hitting them' occurs twice, with a pronoun suffixed to the verbal noun suffix -iin. 29. In the paradigm in (19) , compare the automatic switch to penultimate stress in the alternative (though rare) form baga'rita. Among verbs an automatic alteration between stress on the antepenultimate in trisyllabic words and penultimate when a fourth syllable is added is regular and common, as in 'katabat 'she wrote' versus kata'bata 'she wrote it'. 30. In functional terms, one might think of the use of hana in this instance as a dummy holder for the possessive pronoun. A similar idea is found in Muysken (2000:94) in connection with FinnishEnglish switching, where a Finnish adjective is argued to head a NP so that inflectional elements can be attached to a Finnish item rather than to the following English insertion. 31. In fact, three tokens may qualify as established loans. For instance, maaSiin-ak 'your motorcycle' (2 tokens) has the pan-Northern Nigerian word for motorcycle (Hausa màaSîin, Kanuri maaSiin, etc.). I have included it in this study because it happens that the lexeme did not qualify among the widespread loans according to the criteria used in Owens (2000) . The one quadrisyllabic Englishmixed lexeme ends in a vowel, so that when a pronominal suffix is added the stem is no longer than the four-syllable upper limit for most Nigerian Arabic nouns: sakatare ϩ -k ϭ sakataree-k 'your secretary'. 32. There are three forms for this suffix: -a, -aa, and -aaya. The difference between these forms is partly lexically and partly dialectally and sociolectally determined (Owens 1998:45-46 ). In the current sample one other example occurs, this time without a possessive suffix: komiSinaa-'iiye 'commissionership'. 33. I would suggest another argument, though the data on which it is based is, at this point, somewhat limited. Lexical accessibility tests have tended to concentrate on perception. In one production study, Grosjean and Miller (1994) reported on the degree to which inserted lexical items are phonetically adapted to the matrix language or maintain their original language form. Measuring voice onset time (VOT), which is considerably longer in English than in French, the authors found that the inserted items were not influenced in their VOT by the matrix in which they were embedded (i.e., they maintained their native language VOT). If there is a certain imperviousness of inserted lexemes to influence from the matrix context, production constraints in the current data would work against adding pronominal suffix pronouns, as these potentially require phonological changes on the inserted words. 34. This section extrapolates from the basic type0token data into aspects of codeswitching, speech production, and perception, which, to the extent that they can be confirmed at all, require psycholingustic testing for confirmation.
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The distribution of hana possessives is sensitive to other factors, which, for lack of space, cannot be dealt with here. Comparing the monolingual and codeswitched corpora, for instance, it appears that English-mixed lexemes are more likely to be inserted in a comment (predicative) position than in the topic position. Monolingual  76  52  Codeswitched  33  106 These differences relate to the external distribution of the hana possessive rather than to its internal form. 36. Furthermore, were the possessed noun an English-mixed noun, certain morphological complications (e.g., concerning the treatment of final -a, as in (20)) could arise in certain cases. 37. One reason for not treating English-mixed possessors is that a number of examples occur in which the expected Hausa linker -n does not occur on the possessed noun; in the following, one would expect the verbal noun form duba-n.
Topic position Comment position
ku-na duba risalt na hadiza you.PL-TMA see result LIN Hadiza 'You saw Hadiza's result. ' (2.411.5652) A comprehensive treatment would require a consideration of the normative status of Arabic-accented Maiduguri Hausa, which is outside the scope of the present article and, in any case, does not impinge on the question immediately at hand. 38. These two tokens include the example salare-n naa-mu 'our salary'. It has the independent linker na and a pronoun possessor. The -n suffixed to salare is segmentally the linker -n, which may be optionally attached to the noun before an independent linker ϩ pronoun. 39. A chi-square distribution of the V-final nouns only (Table 10) 42. Muysken's (2000:129) congruent lexicalization provides one typological approach to the phenomenon of Arabic diglossic mixing. But its linguistic realization is different enough from the examples he provided (e.g., Frisian0Dutch) that it would be overly simple to assume congruency with other types of language mixing. 43. As in Table 3 , the total in the possessed0possessor columns do not add up to the total given above them, since in some cases both possessed and possessor may be Standard Arabic mixes. For the idafa there are 7 such instances and for the hana possessor 2. 44. Exploring the skewed distribution of the definite article is beyond the scope of this article. However, in the monolingual Arabic the idafa predominates, with about 80% of all tokens. : that is, the identity of the finite verb. It is not uncommon for a sentence to have a Standard Arabic predicate, with other elements being Nigerian Arabic. According to the criterion, the sentence would be classified as having a Standard Arabic matrix. The issue requires separate discussion, though the statistics in Table 13 should not be seen as contradicting the observation that Standard Arabic has a very limited role as a matrix builder. 46. Another approach has been suggested to me by Louis Boumans (personal communication, March 2001) , based on his work with Moroccan-Arabic based switching. He sees the NP dyaal NP possessor in Moroccan Arabic (equivalent to the N hana N possessor of Nigerian Arabic) as historically innovative relative to the idafa possessor. Older lexical items occur in the idafa construction because it is the older possessive, whereas newer words are inserted into the newer NP dyaal NP possessive construction because they have not yet had time to adapt to the older idafa possessive. The problem with this explanation is as follows. Even if it is the case that the idafa construction is the older one (which I believe is arguable), the NP dyaal NP, or its Nigerian Arabic NP hana NP counterpart, is at least 600 years old. From a synchronic perspective, the age of the two constructions cannot be a criterion for deciding where to insert lexemes. For Nigerian Arabic, rather than look to historical explanations I would prefer to examine the factor of discourse prominence to explain the use of the idafa or hana possessive, an initial case for which was made in the main text (admittedly methodologically inadequate, though a full treatment implies a comprehensive treatment of monolingual Arabic). 47. The current data on possessives could be accommodated within what Myers-Scotton (2001:31) termed classic codeswitching, a descriptive term for a type of codemixing where mixes are readily assignable to one language frame or another. 48. Myers-Scotton and Jake (2000) extended their model further, dividing morphemes into four classes and explaining differential distributions of morphemes according to this four-termed categorical status. I refrain from commenting substantially on this revision, as the categorical status of hana and the possessive pronouns within the 4-M model would require considerable discussion. What is at issue in the present article is not whether certain morphemes or combinations of morphemes occur, which is the focus of the 4-M model, but rather the distribution of identical morphemes (e.g., possessive pronouns) into different syntactic constructions.
